We show, by forcing, that every subset of N, whose codes form a 2. set of reals must be constructible.
In [l], Kechris and Moschovakis
proved the following theorem by a gametheoretic argument and expressed doubt whether it could be proved by the forcing techniques of Solovay L3J»
Theorem (Kechris-Moschovakis) . Let A be a set of countable ordinals whose codes form a 2* set of reals. Then A is constructible.
(For details of the coding of ordinals by reals, see [l] .)
The purpose of this note is to prove this theorem by forcing.
Let A be as in the hypothesis of the theorem, and let P be a£! formula such that, whenever a real a codes an ordinal o, (1) acA'*-+t{a).
We may suppose, without loss of generality, that the statement For each countable ordinal a, let C be the set of one-to-one finite partial functions from a> to a. We think of C as a notion of forcing (see By (4), this p is in some generic G, so, by the chain of equivalences, a i A.
We have therefore (5) b £ A ~ L t= (0 H--Piya)).
In the formula (5), which is forced with respect to C* all quantifiers are restricted to L. Therefore, we have (in the real world) (6) o £A~ L\= i0rT-cr PiyJ), from which it immediately follows (since a was arbitrary) that A £ L.
